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Do you shudder at 
the thought 
of summer 
paint projects? 
Intricate surfaces 
like fences, porch 
railings and 
louvered doors 
got you down? 
Wagner paint 
sprayers to the 
RESCUE! Update 
and maintain all 
your summer projects 
with ease using a 
tool that evenly coats 
and covers the most 
intricate of nooks and 
crannies like wicker, 
sisal and rattan. 
With all the time and 
energy you will save 
you can actually put 
your feet up or spend 
time in the hammock 
surveying your 
flawlessly painted 
home with no brush 
marks. Wagner makes 
it all possible!

A cabana wall 
screams summer! Created 

with an oversized stencil, both the 
wall and a vintage bike were sprayed 

using the Wagner Home Decor Sprayer. 

Happy summer! 
 Happy spraying!
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PAINT SPRAYER
for small projects with big impact.

To view videos visit wagnerspraytech.com/homedecorsprayer

Available at select  Home Depot stores, homedepot.com, 
lowes.com, amazon.com, walmart.com 

HOME DÉCOR



ch
an

go afterTHE SOLUTION: 
A date with the Wagner 
Home Décor Sprayer.

Bring an old basement find 
into this century with this 
recipe for success:

- Spray exterior with Annie 
Sloan chalk paint in Paris Gray.

- Spray interior with a pink 
shade called Antoinette by Annie 
Sloan.

- Distress entire piece with  
steel wool. 

- Buff entire 
piece with a  
soft cloth and 
dark wax. 

- Display seaside 
finds, vintage 
ephemera and 

collectibles.

Even the most intricate interior is 

easily sprayed and revived with 

the Home Décor sprayer. 

contributed by Ellen Mchale  
nellykellydesigns.com  

pr
es
to beforeTHE PROBLEM: 

Family heirloom needs 
an update.

Take a dark, dingy, basement 
find and make it worthy "out 
front" material with a quick 
change using Annie Sloan chalk 
paint and a Wagner Home Décor 
sprayer. This old secretary desk 
from the 1920s goes from wall 
flower to fabulous with a light 
and bright color update. Spraying 
the piece with 
chalk paint means 
a dramatic change 
without tedious 
priming, and the 
sprayer makes 
it easy to cover 
all the intricate 
interior shelves 
and organizing 
insert.

Use newsprint to tape off interior, which will get a pretty shade of seashell pink.
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A Wagner steamer can 
remove fungus from plant 

pots before adding new  
soil and flowers, steam and 

scrub mildew from deck 
rails or your cement 

foundation.

flower power
In most instances, fake flowers won’t do. But when steamed 
open with the Wagner Steamer they are beautiful enough to 
take center stage at a wedding. Fill the steamer according to 
directions. Plug in and heat. Turn steamer off and wait fifteen 

minutes. Use the built up steam and the brush 
attachment to open and fluff each 
bloom. Arrange in florist foam or hot 

glue to a wooden wreath form to create 
spectacular everlasting arrangements. 

A Wagner steamer 
turns faux flowers into 

a bountiful wreath.

Steam table linens 
with ease!
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hot topic

Use a Wagner HT4500 Heat 

Gun to gently warm the paint 

finish and employ a putty 

knife to just peel the paint 

away. No messy solvents and 

you end up with an exposed 

rustic wood grain in a matter 

of minutes.

Place heat gun  

3 inches from 

surface on a medium 

setting. Keep moving 

gun to distribute 

heat evenly.  

A sturdy table reborn with rustic modern style.

Tape off  
the table  
legs and top 
and spray 
the apron of 
the table in a 
favorite shade.  
The top and 
legs are  
then finished  
in a lustrous 
clear wax. 

Wagner Tools Used: 
HT4500 Heat Gun 

FLEXiO® 890

Heat gun strips 
away old paint 
with zero 
chemicals.

Looking for an easy way to 

strip paint without all the 
toxic chemicals? 
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An island shed is transformed 

into a pristine cottage  

getaway with some style 

and white paint wash using a 

Wagner FLEXiO® 890.

A fresh coat of white gives this cast-off out building a new life as 
a relaxing oasis.
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washed in white
When interior designer Megan Whitehouse wanted to turn her former 
shed into an easy, breezy guest house, it needed a bit more than just a 
thorough cleaning. The interior got a quick makeover with plank boards 
to cover studs, and then a pristine white spray that unified the space and 
made it all fresh, inhabitable, and cottage-quaint.  

The Wagner FLEXiO® 890 made  
light work of spraying ceiling  
trusses, walls, and built-in details.

Spraying from the top down 
prior to installing a laminate 
floor made it easy to rehab 
the space quickly. 

CEILING SOLUTION
A closed ceiling would have 

confined the space and taken away 
the cottage appeal. Spraying the 
trusses added light and helped to 
clean up years of unpainted age.
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Choose the  
Right Paint
This dramatic transition 
wouldn't have been possible 
without the right white paint. 
Megan choose Benjamin Moore 
Bright White in a satin finish 
and sprayed it throughout 
the space.  The painted ceiling 
allows natural light reflection 
and gives tract lighting an 
additional boost in the evening. 
The overall effect is a bright, 
luminous, open air space.  

BED AND BATH
A new vanity base cabinet 

was installed and sprayed to 
match the sink. Once dry, the 

counter was reattached.

A simple coat of interior white 
makes the one room abode seem 
light and luxurious.

Before
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Paint Easy
Painting ceiling 
trusses are like 
painting a wicker 
basket with a brush. 
Time consuming!  
The sprayer quickly 
and easily coats 
all the crevices 
and crannies and 
provides a flawless, 
glowing result. The 
FLEXiO® 890 has 
the right amount of 
power to make this 
job fast and easy.

"This sprayer is  
transformative,"  
says the happy cottage 
owner. "It turned a dingy 
out-building into a  
spectacular living space."

CLEAN, FRESH, NEW
A satin finish has a 
nice layer of finish 

to protect the wood.  
Primer in the paint 

means it has  
one-coat coverage. 

instead of 
weeks on end. 

Painting an entire 
interior takes
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Save your 
money for 

vacation as you 
spray on style 

with paint that 
will keep you 

fashionable and in 
season without having 

to buy all new summer accessories. Add a 
striped wall for additional summer fun. 

Update last year's fashion accessories 
with the Wagner Home Décor Sprayer 
and your favorite trendy shades of 
paint for only pennies on the dollar.  

Craft store letters get a 
personalized appeal 

Spray hats, handbags, 
sneakers, and baskets in all the 

coordinating shades you love. 
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fresh canvas
Canvas slip-on beach shoes get taped off at the sole 

and then sprayed a shade of pink. Add a beachy 
charm with a bit of epoxy and you have stylish 

footware for beach or boardwalk.

basket case
Upcycle intricate and outdated picnic baskets to use 
for cottage decorating and storage. Spray the outside 
in a favorite shade of pink and line the inside with 

pretty fabric to hold papers or picnic items.  

sneaky style
Simple suede sneakers 

are faded but not ready to 
toss. Paint in your favorite 

color and hide years of 
use and abuse. Reborn in a 
spray of pink with natural 
jute laces mean more trips 

to the sand and sea. 

Wagner Tools Used: 
SMART Edge Roller™ 

Home Décor Sprayer

The Home Décor Sprayer 

makes it happen!

towel off
An old bassinet basket gets totally revived when 

sprayed inside and out with a fresh coat of paint. Leave 
it by the screen door with towels for guests or tote to 

the beach with all of your stylish summer accessories.  
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sun screen
Update a paper beach parasol. Tape off 

desired design and spray with your favorite 
shade of pink for a showy striped pattern.

Spray your wicker or rattan pieces 
in a fresh summer color palette. 
Even fabric cushions are easy to 
update and revive with paint. We chose a shade of peach in a flat 
latex finish and were able to evenly cover all the intricate details in 
just a few passes of paint. For the cushion coverage, add a few drops of 
fabric paint softener (available at most craft stores) to the paint.

A summer 

palette makes 

every day a
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wicker wonder
The power of spray is earth changing. Once 
you use a sprayer and see for yourself the 

instant transformation, you will never use a 
brush again. Paper a wall in craft paper as a 
backdrop and transform hand bags, baskets, 

and bags in a short studio session.

basket weave
Bamboo screens, woven tables, bureaus, and 

benches made of textured materials all can be 
transformed with a paint sprayer. No longer 

will you need to toss or pass up a wicker 
accessory because it is hard to paint.  

Use foil or painter's tape to mask off parts of the bag you wish to keep in their original state.
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bag makeover
Upcycle a fabric handbag with some peach-

toned paint. Tape off leather straps and 
details and then spray with paint and the 

Wagner Home Décor Sprayer–a great way to 
upgrade to the latest colors.  

stripe it rich
From cabana stripes 
to the good old red, 

white, and blue, 
stripes are definitively 

autonomous with 
summer. Using  

blue painter's tape and 
a Wagner SMART Edge 

Roller™, create your 
own seasonal stripe. 

Paint the wall and when 
it's dry, apply tape. 

Fill a Wagner SMART 
Edge Roller™ with a 

coordinating shade and 
then create these fun 
vertical stripes. Cap 
stripes with a chair 

rail or piece of painted 
molding. 

mad hatter
Any straw hat can be reinvented with a 
spray of paint. Go two-toned in shades 
of peach and cream. Tape off the brim 
and then spray the crown. Let dry and 
then cover the crown with a fabric rag 
tied on bandanna style. Spray, let dry, 

and trim with ribbon or twine.  
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The hottest new paint treatment adds 
a vintage seaside finish to almost any 
surface. Matthew Mead shows us his 

best insider tips and tricks.

There is nothing like the subtle 

f inish created by the sea.
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SITTING PRETTY
A mish-mash of furnishings 

are united with a spray of 
paint and Saltwash.

Saltwash provides an authentic seaside 
finish in this outdoor great room. Tables, 
chairs, even shutters and screen doors, 
can all have that "by the sea" look.

Sea glass shades in 
saltwater-kissed finishes.
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Furniture painters 
are always looking 
for a real, authentic 
looking vintage 
finish. While steel 
wool and sand paper 
do well to add years 
of age, until now 
the only way to get 
that beach-like salt 
finish was to use a 
watered-down white 
paint. But that often 
changes the color 
intensity of the paint.  
Enter Saltwash 
finish, a powdery 
salt additive that can 
be added directly 
to paint, or washed 
over a finish when 
mixed with water and 
a scant amount of 
white acrylic. Now, 
with a paint sprayer, 
you can add this 
subtle and powdery 
finish to any piece of 
furniture including 
intricate wicker and 
cane material.

Spray on depth 
using Saltwash, 
which will add 
texture and interest 
to all kinds of 
surfaces.  

Saltwash in the paint 

allows the powdery f inish 

to rise to the su
rface.  

Spray planters, buckets, 

and watering cans, too. 
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recipe for success
Saltwash can be applied in several ways. Traditional application 
is to add 3 cups of Saltwash to a quart of paint to make a thick 
cake-like batter. Apply to furniture and let dry. Top coat with 
untreated paint applied with a sprayer over salt mixture. For best 
results, the top coat should be a different color. Distress to show 
off both shades and a crumbly salt finish.

Spray bottles, wooden accessories, watering cans, etc with a mix of paint and Saltwash.  Once dry, a 
chalky seaside finish appears that adds instant age and style.

Wagner Tool Used: 
Home Decor Sprayer

HOW TO USE SALTWASH IN A SPRAYER:
Dissolve 1 even scoop of Saltwash in 8 oz of water. Stir to combine and add 2 
oz of white acrylic paint. Stir and spray on as topcoat over a painted finish. 
Let dry and distress. Be sure to keep finished pieces out of the rain.

TIP: Keep shaking the sprayer paint bowl to keep the salt additive dissolved. 
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spray transformations
Cane, rattan, and wicker are all a dream to paint with the sprayer. Get an 
instant vintage look with the addition of Saltwash. We transformed this 
whole pile of flea market finds with a Wagner Home Décor Sprayer in just 
a weekend afternoon. Remember to let the paint fully cure before any 
distressing.  

A transformed chair 
has a most popular 
and desired patina 
of seaside blue. 

Sprayed On 
Style
A room full of 
revived summer 
furniture glows with 
seasonal color and 
style. Once a piece is 
painted and cured, 
then distressing is 
possible. You can 
use steel wool, fine 
grit sandpaper, or a 
small electric sander. 
Distress to your 
desired finish and 
then spray the entire 
piece with a clear 
coat of water-based 
urethane. Keep all 
outdoor furnishings 
under cover during 
inclement weather.
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Saltwash applied 
with a paint sprayer 
provides a real 
chalky finish . . .

spray 
your way
Creating your own specialty 
finish is fun and easy and 
a great way to truly express 
yourself.  Almost any object  
can benefit from the depth  
that Saltwash will provide.  
The painting above gains 
subtlety with a thin coat 
of Saltwash gently dulling 
its bright colors. A cast-off 
table becomes a powdery and 
textured work of art. A new 
bottle enjoys a vintage  
seaside appeal.

For more information on Saltwash finish and 
where to purchase it go to ilovesaltwash.com.
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A beach 
house bath 
gets a natuical 
makeover with 
horizontal ship 
lap planks 
and a smooth 
coat of paint 
courtesy of the 
FLEXiO® 890 
sprayer. The 
results mean 
an orderly 
bathroom that 
is smooth 
sailing. 

DESIGN DETAILS
Horizontal boards will  

go nicely with the window 
view of the ocean. The  

original bath was lovely but 
without personality. 

ONE COAT FINISH
The FLEXiO® 890 delivered 

one coat coverage and a 
super smooth finish for this 

weekend update.  

Personal space is about creating an environment. The subtle update sets 
a theme, adds style, and is distinctive to the homeowners' sensibility.  

before

after

Wagner Tool Used: 
FLEXiO® 890
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Designer and artist Ellen 
McHale is no stranger to 
using the FLEXiO® 890.  
She uses it to paint 
furniture and create 
large canvas abstract art. 
Adding some seaside 
panache to her beach 
house bath in a weekend 
was the perfect way to 
get her busy getaway 
ready for visiting guests. 
"Hydrangea blue paint 
over unprimed boards 
might have come off like 
a white wash. But with 
primer in the paint it 
only took one coat to get 
a dreamy, pristine, ultra 
smooth finish. I LOVE IT!"

Boards are precut and nailed into place with a nail gun. The 
real transformation begins when a paint containing primer 
is easily sprayed on the walls. For the smoothest and best 
one-coat coverage, hold the sprayer 6–8 inches from the 
surface and paint in an even horizontal pattern working 
right to left. Then move the sprayer down and paint left to 
right, overlapping the previous pass. Repeat until the entire 
surface is covered.

SERIOUS FUN
Ellen's friend loved the rhythm and 
sound of the sprayer so much he got 
lost in his work . . . with even paths 

of paint and a smooth finish. 

Living steps from 
the ocean made 
me want something 
in my home that 
related to being 
near the sea.

The FLEXiO® 890 and 
paint with primer  

means a flawless finish.
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MATTHEW MEAD: You told 
me that upcycling furniture was 
one of your favorite pastimes. 
How do Wagner tools help you get 
everything done?

TAMI LYNCH: Wagner offers a 
wide variety of tools from paint 
sprayers to heat guns. They are 
easy to use, dependable, and they 
allow me to create professional-
looking finishes in a timely manner.

MM: Can you tell me about some 
of the projects you’ve used the heat 
gun for in the past?

TL: I’ve always got the Wagner 
HT4500 Heat Gun on hand in the shop to remove old veneer, chipping 
paint, or adhesives. It also comes in handy when drying sample boards 
during workshops. The lightweight heat gun is perfect for 'setting' the 
epoxy resin that we often use on tabletops. 

MM: What is your favorite thing to spray with the Home Décor 
Sprayer?

TL: I love using the Wagner Home Décor Sprayer on all different types 
of furniture. Being compact and easy to use, I often use it right in my 

shop. And, it provides a 
nice, even finish on flat 
surfaces like headboards 
and table tops, enabling 
me to deliver professional-
looking pieces. It is a true 
time saver when painting 
chairs or anything with 
turned legs or spindles!

MM: What do you do with all the time 
you save from using your Wagner tools?

TL: The Wagner tools help make my job 
easier and faster, which in turn frees me 
up to go 'picking' for my next project! 

MM: What's your favorite upcycled 
project that you've done?

TL: I've got so many to choose from! I 
would have to say my grandmother's 
hutch that I just couldn’t 
part with. Painting it and 
changing the hardware 
gave it a whole new 
look. It quickly became 
my favorite for so many 
reasons. I always tell 
people: “Spray it and you 
will love it!" I certainly did.

Entrepreneur Tami Lynch takes us inside her 
seaside paint shop to extol the virtues of Wagner 
sprayers and heat guns. A "must visit" if you tour 
New England this summer. 

Spray it 
and you 

will love it!

For more information about Tami's 
company Simply Vintage By The Sea

visit simplyvintagebythesea.com.

PAINT INSPIRATION
Tami offers an array of paints, 
Saltwash and finished pieces 

for sale. Plan a visit!



The FLEXiO® 890 is designed to take on longer projects with 

more user comfort, indoors and out. Its revolutionary iSpray® 

technology and powerful turbine combined with integrated 

storage and variable speed on the handle, make it an ideal 

tool to transform any surface. It’s simply a smarter way to 

paint. Learn more at WagnerFlexio.com.

THE FLEXiO® 890 LIGHTWEIGHT, 
PORTABLE SPRAY SYSTEM

YOU HOLD THE SPRAYER. 
THE BASE HOLDS THE TURBINE.
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summer 
palette

1. California Paints Snowy Evergreen

2. Mill Lillian's No Wax Chock paint 
Just Duckie

3. California Paints Riviera

4. California Paints Piglet

5. Fusion Mineral paint Limestone

6. Pittsburgh Paints Golden Ecru

7. California Paints Jaded Clouds

8. California Paints Pottery Bisque

9. California Paints Arboretum

1

2 3

4
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7 8

9

with these great 
shades of summer.



Wagner spray tools bring unbelievable ease to 
painting every kind of summer surface in minutes.

wicker
rattan
cane
sisal

sea grass
shutters
baskets
fencing

metal 
trellis


